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4th May 2022, The National Assessment and Accreditation Council 

(NAAC) visited our prestigious college to have a walkthrough of the 

culture that is being followed and taught to the young minds. All the 

faculty members and students together prepared a very eventful day. 

Firstly, the front office team welcomed the NAAC team in a very 

traditional and beautiful manner. After a mesmerizing welcome, 

everybody sat down for a mouth-watering lunch prepared by our 

talented kitchen team and served by the service team portraying their 

utmost elegance and joy in the service. The menu consisted of the 

food from Delhi and Sikkim, to vitalize the appetite of the NAAC peer 

team, the service team served the amazing khuri and sha phale, the 

appetizing snacks from Sikkim. And to top it up, served biryani along 

with bamboo shoot curry for a full-fledged meal.  

After Lunch, everybody gathered in the auditorium to watch and 

experience a list of events prepared by our very much talented 

cultural team, to provide entertainment and refreshment to our 

fellow audience. Beginning with the dances of India, Dance plays a 

very important role in the picture, as we know Delhi has adopted 

many dance styles from its neighboring states one of them is Maruni 

from Sikkim. Coming on the hospitality of the two states, both the 

states have always been known for their way of treating guests like 

Gods and serving them accordingly. A short reflection of the beauty of 

Sikkim was prepared and presented by the students in the form of an 

act where students reflected on the daily lifestyle of a local house in 

Sikkim and a ppt showcasing the nature of Sikkim was played in the 

background followed by a dance performance inspired from Sikkim.  



To educate us more about the unity in diversity, the cultural team 

prepared a mute play where they portrayed the diverse nature of 

religions alongside the only connection between the religions is the 

nationality and the pride of calling oneself INDIAN was reflected. The 

act brought everyone to tears and made everyone acquainted with 

the importance of unity. 

After the act, the event was concluded with the national anthem 

where everybody gathered and paid respect and tribute and sang the 

national anthem unitedly. 

 

 


